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Abstract
Recent researches demonstrate that word em-
beddings, trained on the human-generated cor-
pus, have strong gender biases in embedding
spaces, and these biases can result in the
prejudiced results from the downstream tasks,
i.e. sentiment analysis. Whereas the pre-
vious debiasing models project word embed-
dings into a linear subspace, we introduce a
Latent Disentangling model with a siamese
auto-encoder structure and a gradient reversal
layer. Our siamese auto-encoder utilizes gen-
der word pairs to disentangle semantics and
gender information of given word, and the as-
sociated gradient reversal layer provides the
negative gradient to distinguish the semantics
from the gender. Afterwards, we introduce
a Counterfactual Generation model to mod-
ify the gender information of words, so the
original and the modified embeddings can pro-
duce a gender-neutralized word embedding af-
ter geometric alignment without loss of seman-
tic information. Experimental results quantita-
tively and qualitatively indicate that the intro-
duced method is better in debiasing word em-
beddings, and in minimizing the semantic in-
formation losses for NLP downstream tasks.
1 Introduction
Recent researches have disclosed that the word
embeddings contain unexpected biases in their ge-
ometry on the embedding space (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Garg et al., 2018; Ethayarajh et al., 2019;
Zhao et al., 2019; Agarwal et al., 2019). The
biases reflect unwanted stereotypes such as the
correlation between the gender and the occupa-
tion from texts. Bolukbasi et al. (2016) enumer-
ated automatically generated analogies of the pair
(she, he) in the Word2Vec embedding (Mikolov
et al., 2013a,b). An example of the analogies in-
clude she is relatively closer to nurse; and he is
located near doctor. Garg et al. (2018) demon-
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Figure 1: The process view of our debiasing method.
We ideally draw gender decision boundary by linking
neutral points from multiple gender word pairs. We
can improve the embedding space from (a) to (b) with
better linear aligned structure between gender word
pairs by the proposed latent disentanglement. After-
wards, (c) We generate gender-counterfactual word em-
bedding for the gender-biased word embedding, while
keeping linear relationship with gender word pairs to
guarantee that the pair of word embeddings only differs
from gender information, not hurting semantic informa-
tion. (d) We get gender-neutralized word embedding
by interpolating it from the pair of word embeddings.
strated that the embeddings, from Google News
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) and Glove (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), have strong associations be-
tween value-neutral words and population-segment
words, i.e. a strong association between house-
keeper and Hispanic. This unwanted bias can cause
biased result in the downstream tasks (Caliskan
et al., 2017a; Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018;
Bhaskaran and Bhallamudi, 2019).
To mitigate gender biases in word embeddings,
researchers proposed various debiasing methods
for pre-trained word embeddings (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Kaneko and Bolle-
gala, 2019). The widely recognized method is a
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post-processing method projecting word embed-
dings to the space that is orthogonal to the gender
direction vector defined by a set of gender word
pairs. Here, the challenge is extracting the proper
gender direction vector component. If the gender
direction vector includes a component of semantic1
information, the semantic information will be lost
through the post-processing projections.
To balance between the gender debiasing and
the semantic information preserving, we propose
an encoder-decoder framework that disentangles a
latent space of a given word embedding to be two
encoded latent spaces: the first part is the gender
latent space, and the second part is the semantic
latent space that is independent to the gender infor-
mation. To disentangle the latent space, we use a
gradient reversal layer approach by prohibiting the
generation for the gender latent information from
the semantic latent information. The adaptation of
the gradient reversal layer in the latent disentangle-
ment is one of our methodological contributions
in this paper. From this disentanglement, we have
a learned encoder to identify the gender and the
semantic latent for gender-neutral words. Then, we
use the counterfactual approach to neutralize the
gender information in gender-neutral words. For
instance, we generate a counterfactual word embed-
ding by turning the encoded gender latent into the
opposite gender. Afterward, the original and the
counterfactual word embeddings are geometrically
interpreted to neutralize the gender information,
and to preserve the semantic information, see Fig-
ure 1 for process view of our debiasing.
We evaluate the debiased word embeddings from
the proposed method and other baselines for the
debiasing tasks. Quantitatively, we compared the
methods by Sembias and WEAT (Word Embed-
ding Association Test), and we found the proposed
method shows improvements. Also, we perform
qualitative evaluations through clustering analysis
for most biased words and nearest neighbor anal-
ysis. The visual inspection of t-SNE (Maaten and
Hinton, 2008) from the debiased embedding space
supports the ability of the proposed method to miti-
gate indirect gender bias. Finally, the results from
several NLP downstream tasks show that our pro-
posed method minimizes the performance degrada-
tion from debiasing less than the existing methods.
1Throughout this paper, we define the semantics of words
to be the meanings of words other than the gender information.
2 Gender Debiasing Mechanisms for
Word Embeddings
We can divide existing gender debiasing mecha-
nisms for word embeddings into two categories.
The first mechanism is neutralizing the gender as-
pect of word embeddings on the training procedure.
Zhao et al. (2018) proposed the learning scheme to
generate a gender-neutral version of Glove, called
GN-Glove, which forces preserving the gender in-
formation in pre-specified embedding dimensions
while ensuring that other embedding dimensions
are inferred to be gender-neutral. However, learn-
ing new word embeddings for large-scale corpus
can be ineffective for time constraints.
Because of this limitation, the second mecha-
nism post-processes trained word embeddings for
debiasing. Simple post-processing can be a linear
projection of gender-neutral words to a subspace,
which is orthogonal to the gender direction vector
defined by a set of gender-definition words (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016). Another way of constructing the
gender direction vector is using common names,
e.g. john, mary, etc (Dev and Phillips, 2019), while
the previous approach used pronouns, such as he
and she. In addition to simple linear projections,
Dev and Phillips (2019) utilize other alternatives,
such as flipping and subtraction, to reduce gender
bias more effectively. Beyond simple projection
methods, Kaneko and Bollegala (2019) proposed a
neutral-network based encoder-decoder framework
to remove gender biases from gender-stereotyped
words and to preserve gender-related information
in feminine and masculine words.
3 Methodology
This paper improves the debiasing mechanism
through the better latent disentanglement. Our
model introduces 1) the siamese network struc-
ture (Bromley et al., 1994; Koch, 2015; Weston
et al., 2012) for latent disentangling and 2) the
counterfactual data augmentation for gender debi-
asing. We process the gender word pairs through
the siamese network with auxiliary classifiers to
reflect the inference of gender-dependent latent
dimensions. Afterward, we debias the gender-
neutral words through the learned encoder-decoder
networks, and this debiasing requires the gender-
neutral word to be located at the middle between a
reconstructed pair of semantic latent variable and
counterfactually generated gender latent variables.
Same as previous researches (Kaneko and Bolle-
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Figure 2: The framework overview of our proposed model. We characterize specialized regularization and network
parameters with colored dotted lines and boxes with blue color, respectively.
gala, 2019), we divide a whole set of vocabulary V
into three mutually exclusive categories : feminine
word set Vf ; masculine word set Vm; and gender
neutral word set Vn, such that V = Vf ∪ Vm ∪ Vn .
Our debiasing objective follows the below criteria:
• Word wf ∈ Vf and word wm ∈ Vm have
the embedding information with the oppo-
site direction with respect to the gender de-
cision boundary in the embedding space, re-
spectively.
• Word wn ∈ Vn has zero direction with re-
spect to the gender decision boundary in the
embedding space.
• Word w ∈ V preserves the semantic informa-
tion in embedding space.
In most cases, words in Vf and Vm exist in pairs, so
we denote Ω as the feminine and masculine word
pairs set, such that (wf , wm) ∈ Ω.
3.1 Overall Model Structure
Figure 2 illustrates the overall structure of our
proposed gender debiasing method for pre-trained
word embeddings, which we named Counterfac-
tual-Debiasing, or CF-Debiasing. Eq. (1) specifies
the entire loss function of the whole network pa-
rameters in Figure 2. The entire loss function is
divided into two types of losses: Lld to be losses
for disentanglement and Lcf to be losses for coun-
terfactual generation. λ can be seen as a balancing
hyper-parameter between two-loss terms.
L = λLld + (1− λ)Lcf , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (1)
Here, we use pre-trained word embeddings
{wi}Vi=1 ∈ Rd for the debiasing mechanism. In
the encoder-decoder framework, we denote the
latent variable of wi to be zi ∈ Rl, which is
mapped into the latent space by the encoding func-
tion, E : wi → zi; and the decoding function,
D : zi → wˆi. After the disentanglement of the
latent space, zi is divided into two parts, such that
zi= [zsi , z
g
i ] : z
s
i ∈ Rl−k is the semantic latent
variable of wi; and z
g
i ∈ Rk is the gender latent
variable of wi, where k is pre-defined value for the
gender latent dimension.2
3.2 Siamese Auto-Encoder for Latent
Disentangling
This section provides the construction details of
Lld. Eq. (2) defines the objective function for
latent disentanglement as a linearly-weighted sum
of the losses to be introduced in this section.
Lld = λseLse + λgeLge + λdiLdi + λreLre (2)
For the disentanglement, our fundamental as-
sumption is maintaining the identical semantic
information in zs for the gender word pairs,
(wf , wm) ∈ Ω, by excluding the gender latent
dimension, zg. Under this assumption, we intro-
duce a latent disentangling method by utilizing the
siamese auto-encoder with gender word pairs.
Siamese Auto-Encoder. The data structure of the
gender word pairs provide an opportunity to adapt
2For the simplicity in notations, we skip the word-index i
in the losses of our proposed method.
the siamese auto-encoder structure because the gen-
der word pairs always have two words in pairs. Our
siamese auto-encoder shares the network weights
of the encoder, E, and the decoder, D, across the
gender word pairs as well as the gender-neutral
word. Afterward, this paper focuses on how to ma-
nipulate latent variables, zs and zg, produced by
the shared encoder and decoder structure.
Semantic Latent Formulation. First, we regular-
ize a pair of semantic latent variables (zsf , z
s
m),
from a gender word pair, (wf , wm), to be same
by minimizing the squared `2 distance as Eq. (3),
since the semantic information should be the same
regardless of the gender.
Lse =
∑
(wf ,wm)∈Ω
‖zsm − zsf‖22 (3)
Gender Latent Formulation. To formulate the
gender-dependent latent dimensions, we introduce
an auxiliary gender classifier, Cr : zg → [0, 1],
given in Eq. (4), and Cr is asked to produce one
in highly masculine words, labeled as gm = 1, and
to produce zero in highly feminine words, gf = 0,
respectively. After training, the output of Cr can
be an indicator of the gender information for each
word.3
Lge = −
∑
wm∈Vm
gm logCr(z
g
m)
−
∑
wf∈Vf
(1− gf ) log(1− Cr(zgf )) (4)
Disentanglement of Semantic and Gender La-
tent. The above two regularization terms extract
the semantic and the gender latent dimensions, but
these regularizations do not guarantee the inde-
pendence between the semantic and the gender
latent dimensions. To enforce the independence
between two latent dimensions, we introduce a
Generator with Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL),
Ca : z
s → zg (Ganin et al., 2016), which gener-
ates the gender latent dimension with the semantic
latent dimension. (Ganin et al., 2016) use GRL to
train a shared representation for two classifiers: the
label and the domain classifiers. When adopting
new domains, the feature should be less susceptible
to domain changes. So the loss for label classifier
is optimized as usual, and the loss for the domain
3We report the test performances of the gender classifier
for gender-definition words, i.e., he, she, etc.; and gender-
stereotypical words, i.e., doctor, nurse, etc., in Section C,
Supplementary Material.
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Figure 3: Gradient reversal layer utilized for the la-
tent disentanglement. We follow similar description in
Ganin et al. (2016)
classifier is adversarially optimized. This is the
reason for flipping the gradient by GRL.
We modify this flipped gradient idea to the la-
tent disentanglement between the semantic and the
gender latent dimensions. Our idea is connecting
zg and zs by generating zg from zs with a gen-
erator, Ca. The generation of zg from zs means
that zs has enough information on zg, so the gen-
eration should be prohibited to make zg and zs
independent. Hence, our feedback of the gradient
reversal layer is maximizing the loss of generating
zg from zs, which is represented as Ldi in Eq. (5).
Our design is distinct from the previous work in
that our objective for adopting GRL is the latent
disentanglement of two-dimension sets instead of
the learning shared representation with a particular
focus.
Ldi =
∑
w∈V
‖Ca(zs)− zg‖22 (5)
In the learning stage, the gradient of the encoder
for zs, which is parameterized as θs, becomes the
summation of 1) ∂Ls∂θs , which is the gradient for
the loss Ls, the latent disentanglement losses of
the encoder for zs excluding Ldi; and 2) −λa ∂Ldi∂θs ,
which is the λa-weighted negative gradient of the
loss Ldi which is reversed after passing the GRL,
because we intend to train the encoder for zs by
preventing the generation of zg. Eq. (5) specifies
the loss function for the disentanglement by GRL,
and Eq. (6) specifies the above motivation of the
reversed gradient, see Figure 3 for details.
∂Lld
∂θs
=
∂Ls
∂θs
− λa∂Ldi
∂θs
(6)
Reconstruction. We add the reconstruction loss
given in Eq. (7) for this encoder-decoder frame-
work.
Lre =
∑
w∈V
‖w − wˆ‖22 (7)
3.3 Regularization for Counterfactual
Generation
This section provides the construction details of
Lcf . Same as Lld, We define the objective function
for the counterfactual generation as the linearly-
weighted sum of the losses, introduced in this sec-
tion, as in Eq. (8).
Lcf = λmoLmo + λmiLmi + λalLal (8)
Unlike the gender word pairs, a word in the gen-
der neutral word set wn ∈ Vn utilizes the counter-
factual generator, Cg : z
g
n → ¬zgn, which switches
the original gender latent, zgn, to the opposite gen-
der, ¬zgn. It should be noted that Cg is only acti-
vated for optimizing the losses in only Lcf , which
assumes that other parameters learned for the latent
disentanglement are freezed.
To switch zgn, we utilize a prediction from the
gender classifier, Cr, which is trained through the
disentanglement loss. The modification loss, Lmo,
originates from indicating the opposite gender with
zgn by Cr, see Eq. (9). For instance, if Cr returns
0.8 for the original gender latent, zgn, then we reg-
ularize the virtually generated gender latent, ¬zgn,
to lead Cr to return 0.2.
Lmo =
∑
wn∈Vn
‖Cr (¬zgn)− (1− Cr(zgn))‖22 (9)
While Eq. (9) focuses on the gender latent
switch, Eq. (10) emphasizes the minimal change
of the gender latent, zgn. The combination of these
two losses guides to the efficiently switched gen-
der latent variable from the original gender latent
variable.
Lmi =
∑
wn∈Vn
‖¬zgn − zgn‖22 (10)
Though we switch the gender latent information,
we need to maintain the semantic latent informa-
tion of the word embedding. To enable this main-
tenance, we constraint that wˆcf , the reconstructed
word embedding with the counterfactual gender
latent, differs only in the gender information from
wˆn, the reconstructed word embedding with the
original gender latent.
For this purpose, we introduce the gender di-
rection vector vg given in Eq. (11). The gender
direction vector, vg, identifies a linear alignment
between gender word pairs by utilizing the recon-
structed word embeddings of the original and the
counterfactual gender latents.
vg =
1
|Ω|
∑
(wf ,wm)∈Ω
(wˆm − wˆf ) (11)
Afterwards, we regularize the difference of
wˆn − wˆcf by measuring the alignment to vg from
the gender word pairs. This suggests that we con-
straint the embedding shift of the gender-neutral
word to be the gender direction of vg, which ar-
gues that the counterfactual only influences on the
gender information. This alignment can be accom-
plished by maximizing the absolute cosine similar-
ity between the difference vector of wˆn− wˆcf and
vg as given in Eq. (12).
Lal =
∑
wn∈Vn
−| cos(vg, wˆn − wˆcf )| (12)
3.4 Post-Processing based on the Word’s
Category
After learning the network parameters, we post-
process words by its categories of Vf , Vm, and
Vn. We gender-neutralize the embedding vector
of wn ∈ Vn by relocating the vector to the middle
point of the reconstructed original-counterfactual
pair embeddings, such thatw := wˆcf+wˆn2 = wˆneu.
We utilize a reconstructed word embedding which
preserve gender information in embedding space,
w := wˆf for wf ∈ Vf and w := wˆm for wm ∈
Vm.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
We used the feminine and the masculine word set
created by Zhao et al. (2018) as Vf and Vm, re-
spectively. All models utilize GloVe on the 2017
January dump of English Wikipedia with 300-
dimensional word embeddings for 322,636 unique
words, same as Zhao et al. (2018). Our experiments
specify the latent dimension of z, l, as 300, which
is divided into 295 semantic latent dimensions and
five gender latent dimensions. Same as Kaneko and
Bollegala (2019), we pre-train the autoencoder for
better-balanced training between the reconstruction
loss and the disentanglement losses. Also, we uti-
lize the time-based learning rate schedule, which
updates the weight for disentangling more at the
initial step and gradually increases updating the
weight for the counterfactual generation, by chang-
ing λ in Eq. (1) from 1 to 0.
4.2 Baselines
We compare our proposed model with below base-
line models, and we utilize each author’s imple-
mentations.4 Hard-GloVe (Bolukbasi et al., 2016)
debiases word embedding by projecting the gender-
neutral words to a subspace, which is orthogonal to
the gender direction vector. GN-GloVe (Zhao et al.,
2018) trains the gender-neutral embedding from
scratch for a given corpus by preserving the gender
information into the specific dimension and regu-
larizing the other dimensions to be gender-neutral.
CPT-GloVe (Karve et al., 2019) introduces a debi-
asing mechanism by utilizing the conceptor matrix.
ATT-GloVe (Dev and Phillips, 2019) defines gen-
der subspace with common names and proposes
the subtraction and the linear projection methods
based on gender subspace. We use the subtrac-
tion method as an ATT-GloVe, which shows bet-
ter performance in our experiments. AE-GloVe
and AE-GN (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019) utilize
the autoencoder for preserving the semantic infor-
mation of word embedding. AE-GloVe and AE-
GN utilize the GloVe and GN-GloVe, respectively.
Besides, GP-GloVe and GP-GN adopt additional
losses to preserve gender information for feminine
and masculine words and remove gender biases for
gender-neutral words.
4.3 Quantitative Evaluation for Debiasing
Performance
4.3.1 Sembias Analogy Test
We perform the gender relational analogy test with
the Sembias dataset (Zhao et al., 2018; Jurgens
et al., 2012) to evaluate the degree of gender bias
in word embeddings. The dataset contains 440 in-
stances, and each instance consists of four pairs
of words: 1) a gender-definition word pair (Defi-
nition), 2) a gender-stereotype word pair (Stereo-
type), and 3,4) two none-type word pairs (None).
A tested model chooses a word pair (a, b) whose
difference vector, −→a −−→b , has the highest cosine
similarity with
−→
he−−→she as a classification for the
gender-definition word pair. By following the past
practice (Zhao et al., 2018), we test models with
40 instances from Sembias subset, whose gender-
definition word pairs are not used for training.
Table 1 shows the percentages of prediction for
each category: Definition, Stereotype, and None.
Our model clearly selects all the gender-definition
4We provided link of each author’s implementation in Sec-
tion G, Supplementary Material.
Sembias Sembias subset
Embeddings Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓ Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓
GloVe 80.22 10.91 8.86 57.5 20.0 22.5
Hard-Glove 87.95∗ 8.41 3.64∗ 50.0 32.5 17.5
GN-GloVe 97.73†∗ 1.36†∗ 0.91†∗ 75.0† 15.0 10.0
ATT-GloVe 80.22 10.68 9.09 60.0 17.5 22.5
CPT-GloVe 73.63 5.68 20.68 45.0 12.5 42.5
AE-GloVe 84.09 7.95 7.95 65.0 15.0 20.0
AE-GN 98.18†∗ 1.14†∗ 0.68†∗ 80.0†∗ 12.5† 7.5
GP-GloVe 84.09 8.18 7.73 65.0†∗ 15.0 20.0
GP-GN 98.41†∗ 1.14†∗ 0.45†∗ 82.5†∗ 12.5† 5.0∗
CF-GloVe 100.00†∗ 0.00†∗ 0.00†∗ 100.0†∗ 0.0†∗ 0.0†∗
Table 1: Percentage of predictions for each category
on gender relational analogy task. We can expect a
high percentage for Definition and low percentages for
Stereotype and None for well-debiased word embed-
dings. † and ∗ denote the statistically significant differ-
ences comparing with Hard-GloVe and Glove, respec-
tively. The best performing model is indicated as bold-
face.
word pairs, which demonstrates the maintenance
of the gender latent information for those words.
Also, our model selects neither gender-stereotype
words nor none-type words, so the difference vec-
tor of−→a −−→b has a minimal linear correlation with
those words after applying our debiasing method.
4.3.2 WEAT Hypothesis Test
To quantify the degree of gender bias, we apply
the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT)
(Caliskan et al., 2017b). WEAT measures the ef-
fect size and the hypothesis statistics based on
the gender-definition words and the well-known
gender-stereotypical words set, such as strength
and weakness. We follow the same experimen-
tal setting of WEAT in Chaloner and Maldonado
(2019), and we provide details about WEAT hy-
pothesis test in Section B, Supplementary Material.
Our proposed model, CF-GloVe, shows the best
performances for B1, B3, and B5 categories, and
CF-GloVe also exhibits the competitive perfor-
mance for B2 and B4 categories, see Table 2. While
all baseline models record worse performance than
GloVe on at least one of the categories, our model
always shows better performances than GloVe.
4.4 Debiasing Qualitative Analysis
To demonstrate the indirect gender bias hidden in
the word embedding space, we perform two quali-
tative analysis tasks proposed by Gonen and Gold-
berg (2019).
4.4.1 Clustering Analysis for The Most
Biased Words
Same as Gonen and Goldberg (2019), we take the
top 500 male-biased words and the top 500 female-
B1 : career vs family B2 : maths vs arts B3 : science vs arts B4 : intelligence vs appearance B5 : strength vs weakness
Embeddings p-value Effect size p-value Effect size p-value Effect size p-value Effect size p-value Effect size
GloVe 0.000 1.605 0.276 0.494 0.014 1.260 0.009 0.706 0.067 0.640
Hard-GloVe 0.100 0.842 0.090 -1.043 0.003 -0.747 0.693 -0.121 0.255 0.400
GN-GloVe 0.000 1.635 0.726 -0.169 0.081 1.007 0.037 0.595 0.083 0.620
ATT-GloVe 0.612 0.255 0.007 -0.519 0.000 0.843 0.129 0.440 0.211 0.455
CPT-GloVe 0.004 1.334 0.058 1.029 0.000 1.417 0.001 0.906 0.654 -0.172
AE-GloVe 0.000 1.569 0.019 0.967 0.024 1.267 0.007 0.729 0.027 0.763
AE-GN 0.001 1.581 0.716 0.317 0.139 0.639 0.006 0.770 0.028 0.585
GP-GloVe 0.000 1.567 0.019 0.966 0.027 1.253 0.006 0.733 0.028 0.758
GP-GN 0.000 1.599 0.932 0.109 0.251 0.591 0.004 0.791 0.098 0.610
CF-GloVe 0.874 -0.089 0.669 -0.125 0.360 0.480 0.678 -0.124 0.970 0.013
Table 2: WEAT hypothesis test results for five popular gender-biased word categories. The best performing model
is indicated as boldface. The second-best model is indicated as underline. The absolute value of the effect size
denotes the degree of bias, and the p-value denotes the statistical significance of the results.
biased words, which is a word collection of the
top 500 and the bottom 500 dot-product value be-
tween word embeddings and
−→
he−−→she vector. Ide-
ally, from the debiasing perspective, these 1,000
word vectors should not be clustered as two dis-
tinct groups. Therefore, we create two clusters
with K-means, and we check the heterogeneity of
the clusters through the classification by the cluster
majority. Figure 4 shows that CF-GloVe generates
gender-invariant representations for gender-biased
word sets by showing the lowest cluster classifica-
tion accuracy.
(a) GloVe (99.9%) (b) Hard-GloVe (89.4%)
(c) GP-GN (100.0%) (d) CF-GloVe (63.1%)
Figure 4: The t-SNE projection views for embed-
dings of 500 male-biased words and 500 female-biased
words according to the original Glove, the cluster ma-
jority based classification accuracy is added in paren-
thesis.
4.4.2 Correlation Analysis between Original
Bias and Nearest Neighbors
Gonen and Goldberg (2019) demonstrates that the
original bias, the dot-product between the original
word embedding from GloVe and
−→
he − −→she, has
a high correlation with the male/female ratio of
(a) GloVe (0.8196) (b) Hard-GloVe (0.4607)
(c) GP-GN (0.8867) (d) CF-GloVe (0.3801)
Figure 5: The percentage of male neighbors for each
profession as a function of original bias for each em-
bedding, we show only a limited number of professions
on the plot to make it readable. The Pearson correlation
coefficient is added in parenthesis.
gender-biased words among the nearest neighbors
of the word embedding. Figure 55 shows each pro-
fession word at (the dot-product, the male/female
ratio). If the word embeddings are truly debiased,
the dot-product and the male/female ratio should
not be correlated, and CF-GloVe shows the min-
imal Pearson correlation coefficient between the
two axes.
4.5 Downstream Task of Debiased Word
Embeddings
We compared the downstream task performance
degradation by comparing the original and the de-
biased word embeddings. By following CoNLL
2003 shared task (Sang and Erik, 2002), we select
5Full plots of other baselines for two qualitative analyses
are available in Section D and E, Supplementary Material.
POS Tagging POS Chunking Named Entity Recognition
Embeddings ∆ F1 ∆ Recall ∆ F1 ∆ Recall ∆ F1 ∆ Recall
Hard-GloVe -0.657±0.437 -1.220±0.938 -0.007±0.001 -0.025±0.003 -0.004±0.001 -0.015±0.005
GN-GloVe -0.594±0.367 -1.115±0.821 -0.003±0.001 -0.010±0.003 −0.002± 0.001 -0.008±0.002
ATT-GloVe -0.689±0.474 -1.279±1.000 -0.024±0.005 -0.091±0.019 -0.013±0.003 -0.046±0.011
CPT-GloVe -0.501±0.277 -0.959±0.674 -0.004±0.001 -0.016±0.005 −0.002± 0.000 -0.008±0.001
AE-GloVe -2.862±1.632 -8.647±5.072 -2.108±0.558 -7.753±1.996 -1.669±0.547 -5.895±1.893
AE-GN -3.505±1.498 -10.766±4.525 -4.765±0.402 -16.760±1.299 -4.460±0.485 -5.097±1.524
GP-GloVe -2.911±1.664 -8.810±5.156 -2.058±0.555 -7.573±1.988 -1.611±0.542 -5.696±1.877
GP-GN -3.560±1.506 -10.943±4.557 -4.791±0.391 -16.843±1.262 -4.485±0.468 -5.176±1.471
CF-GloVe −0.287± 0.118 −0.506± 0.260 −0.002± 0.001 −0.006± 0.004 −0.002± 0.001 −0.007± 0.005
Table 3: Performance degradation percentage with standard deviation for downstream tasks of POS Tagging, POS
Chunking, and NER. The best performing model is indicated as boldface.
Part-Of-Speech tagging, Part-Of-Speech chunking,
and Named Entity Resolution (NER) as our down-
stream tasks. Table 3 shows the percentage of per-
formance degradations, and we observed that there
are constant degradation effects for all debiasing
methods. However, our method minimized the
degradation of task performance across baseline
models.
4.6 Qualitative Analysis on Linear
Alignment of Gender Word Pairs
We tested the linear alignment of gender word pairs,
which is a condition of using the gender direction
vector vg in Eq. (11). If the difference vectors of
gender word pairs are not linearly aligned, the gen-
der direction vector cannot be a pure representation
of the gender bias.
Figure 6: The proportion of variances from top 30 PCs
(left) and Gini-index for the variance proportion vector
for top 30 PCs(right)
We first compared the variances explained by
the top 30 principal components (PC) of gender
word pairs. The left plot in Figure 6 shows the
proportion of variances from each PC. CF-GloVe
shows the largest concentration of the variances on
a few components. On the contrary, Hard-GloVe
and GloVe show the long spread of the variance
without the concentration like CF-GloVe. The right
plot in Figure 6 shows Gini-index (Gini, 1912) for
the variance proportion vector from PCs of each
embedding. CF-GloVe shows minimal Gini-index,
which quantitatively indicates the monopolized pro-
portion of variances on a few components.
Also, Figure 7 shows two example plots of a se-
lected gender word pairs in the original embedding
space and the debiased embedding space, by Lo-
cally Linear Embedding (LLE) (Roweis and Saul,
2000) which preserves the local linear relationship
of high-dimensional data in reducing dimensions.
The right plot in Figure 7 shows the consistency of
the gender direction vector, and the plot indicates
the neutralization of homemaker by the counterfac-
tually generated word embeddings.
Figure 7: LLE projection view of selected gender word
pairs and biased word for original embedding space
(left) and debiased embedding space (right)
5 Conclusions
This work makes contributions in two layers.
At the application layer, CF-GloVe produces the
debiased word embeddings that has the most neu-
tral gender latent information as well as the effi-
ciently maintained semantic latent information for
the downstream tasks. At the modeling layer, CF-
GloVe suggests a new method of disentangling the
latent information of word embeddings with the
gradient reversal layer and creating the counterfac-
tual latent variables by exploiting the geometry of
the embedding space. It should be noted that these
types of latent modeling methods can be applied
to diverse natural language tasks to control expres-
sions on emotions, prejudices, ideologies, etc.
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